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SUiiMAIY

An analysis of cross-flow tubular Inter coolers having
a staggered-tube arrangement has been made for turbulent-
flow conditions. Charte are premcnted that show how the
over-all dimensions of the intercooler vary with the tube “
diameter , the transverse E:Ji3Cin#!, and the wall thickness
without affecting the operatloa of the intercooler. These
charts are applicable to botti the charge-across-tube and
the charge-through-tube Intercoolers. Cnnrts and equa-
tions reloting the intercooler dimensional characteristics
and the operating contlitions are also given.

The charte show how, for any given et?t of operating
conditions, the tubular Intercooler may 3e altered In
size and shape to meet a given eet of epace requirements.
!ihen the Intercooler operatln~ conditions are kept con-
stant , a reduction In either tube diameter or transverse
spacing Is shown to decrease the flow dimension and to
increase the no-flow dimension, the net reeult being a
definite reduction in Intercooler volume. For given
transverse smacin.g and for constant operating conditions,
the charge-through-tube Intercooler and the charge-across-
tube Intercooler are about equal in volume, heat transfer
surface , and width within the usual range of aircraft
application. Under the same conditions, however, the
frontal area of the charge-across-tube Intercooler Is
much less than that of the charge—through-tube lnter-
cooler.

INTRODUCTION

The Increased supe=charglng made neces8ary by engine
operatlon”at high.criticnl altitudes has reeulted in
demands for more charge-air coolliig. When intercoolers
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with a fixed oore etructure are”ueed, these demands can
be met only by increasing the intercooler volume. Con-
sideration tahould be given, however, to the revfslon of
the core structure for the purpsse not only of increasing
the cooling accomplished per unit volume, but also of
proportioning the intercooler dimensions to suit the space
requirements In the airplane.

In reference 1, an analyeis waa made of the plate—
type iutercooler showing, fdr any net of congtant operat-
ing conditions, the variety cf shapes and sizes of this
type of Intercooler made po~eible by changing the core
structure. The purposeeof this paper is to show, in a
similar manner, the efiect of change In the core structure
of the tubular intercoolor cn the over-all dimensions when
the cperating conditions are fixed. Eoth the charge-acrotas-
tube-and the charge-through-tube intercoolers are consid-
ered.
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This work was done at tlie Langley Memorial Aeronauti-
Laboratory during the spring of 1942.

SYMBOLS

outside tube dfameter, feet

inside tube diameter, feet

tube-wall thickness, inch

tube transverse spacing (minimum distance between
walls of adJ&cont tubes In a bank), feet

minimum distance between walls of adjacent tubes In
adjacent banks , feet

tube length, feet

intercooler dimension in the direction of flow across
tube banks, feet

intercooler dimension measured in no-flaw direction,
feet

number of tube banks

total cutside tube surfacg area, square feet .
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St total “ln61de “tube surf Eo9 ar98, square feet

v Inter cooler volume, cubic feet ..
. . .

A Intercooler face area per~endicular to direction of
flow across tube banks, square feet (lw)

a intercooler face area perpendicular to direction of
flow through the tubes, square feet (Lw)

H total number Of Interoooler tubes

M weight rate of air flow, poun:,s per second

n cooling effectiveness , ratio of temperature drop of
charge air to temperature difference between charge
air and cooling air at entrance

Ap total pressure drop acroes the Intercooler, inches of
Iuaten

Apf pressure drop through tu%eO caused by skin friction or
yegsure drop acroes tubes cau8ed by skin friction
and form drag, ~LcheB of water

Ape pressure drop due to entrnnce-exit losses, including
Pens-contracta 1069 , for alr flowing through the
tubes , inches of water

ApV pressure drop of air flo~”~ng through the tubes due to
the changes in veloclty distribution in the tubes,
inches of water

ApH pressure change of air due to momentum change caused
by heat exchhgge and pressure loss in intercooler,
Inches of water

$ ratio sf change in temperature of air in passing through
the Intercooler to absolute teinperature of air at
intercooler entr~nce

P pressure of intercooler entrance, inches of mercury

f ratio of total crosg-eectlon~l flow area to area of
core face (areae taken perpsndlcular to the direc-
tion of flow through the tubes)

h Burface heat-transfer coefficient, Btu per second per
square foot per degree Fahrenheit.-
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over-all effeotlve heat–transfer areab square feet

over-all heat-transfer coefficient baaed on over-all
effective heat-transfer area, Btu per second per
square foot per degree Fahrenheit

mir weight density, pounds per cubic foot

standard atmospheric density (0.0765 lb per cu ft)

deneity of air relative. to standard atmos~here (p/po)

velocity of air flow, velocity through trantaverse
spacing e for flow across tube banks and average
velocity for flow through the tubes, feet per sec-
ond

Reynolds number of the air flowing through the tubes
based on the Inside tube diameter (pVdi/w)

Reynolds number of the al= flowing across the tubes
based on the tule transferee spacing (pVe/k) “

friction factor:
0.049 R–o=a for flow through tubes

0.8 R=-o”aa for flow across tube banke

specific heat of air at constant pressure (0.24 Btu
per lb per deg F)

thermal conductivity of air, Btu per second per square
foot per degree Fahrenheit gradient per foot

absolute viscosity of air, pounds per second per foot

a correction factor to be applied to intercooler dimen-
sional characteristlce

Ml alavApfl
e -- —.

= Ma Ua
~Pf ~nv

Subscripts:

1 cooling air

a charge air

en condition at Intercooler entrance

— --,.. ,, m mm Imll ■ lmmm II m
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av “average condition In Inter cooler

t charge-through-tube inter oooler

. .........._-M. ...- -----
“m’---“alia-r-ge-a’c-i<ii~--tiie inter oooler .

eg equilateral etaggered tube arrangement ,

ev equlveloclty etagger~il tubo arrangement

o Intercooler with reference core structure

Throughout this paper the t~.mm “opereting condltlonea
refere to the

Uaavbpfa=

The core
by the values
tatruoture has

values of- ~, Ml, 14a, u;avApfz; and

structure of a tubular intercooler IS defined
of d, t, e, aad s /s.

t
The reference core

the following dimens ens:

d = 0.25 inch

t = O.O1 Inch

s = 0.25 Inch

Sb 1
— =-
S 2

All linear dimensions are given In feet except where
designated in Inchee.

The cooling effectlvenees of an Intercooler ean be
determined from the wer-all heat-transfer coefflaient, the
heat-transfer surface, and the weight flows’ of the charge
and cooling air. This relationship is plotted in figure 1
of reference 1 for cross-flow he~t exchangers and ie used
in thb analysis.

As In reference 1 for ths flow through channeda, only
the pressure drop caased by surfaoe-frlctlon is considered
In the a-nalysle; the remain~ng pressure changee must there-
fore be algebraically added to the surface–friction 10SEI to
obtain the total pressure lCSS through the tubes. The
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origin of theee additional preeeure ohangee and an indi-
cation of their order8 of magnitude is discussed in ref -
erenoe 1. If the intercoolor entrance and exit aeotionm “
are streamlined, the total pressure 10SS will be very
nearly equal to the surface-friction loss except at high
altitude, where the pr~ssure change due to density varia-
tion in the intercooler may be appreciable. In this paper
the surface-friction loss +hrough tubes Is given In equa-
tion (8) of appendix A; equations for the remaining pres-
eure changee are given In appendix B.

For the flow acroes the tube banke only the surface-
frlction and the form-drag preesure losees are ueed In the
analyeie . To these loesen must be algebraically added the
preesure change due to the momentum change of the air as
It flowe acrose the tube banks. Thle”momentum change
ariees from the air deneity charge accompanying heat ex-
change andppaeeeure drop. The eurface–friction and form-
drag loeees are given ~.n 6~U~tloIL (9) of appendix A; the
equation for the loss caused by the momentum change ie
given in appendix B.

The heat-transfer coefficient for flow through and
acroes tubee are given in equations (6) and (7) in appen-
~~% h.

Two staggered-tube arrangements are considered In
this paper, namely, the equlvelocity and the equilateral
arrangements . Theee arrar.geaents are compared In appen-
dix C on the baeis of heat-tranefer and pressure-drop data
obtained from references 2 End 3.

Baeed on the previously mentioned heat-tranefer and
preseure-drop equations, fundamental equations relating
the operating conditions and the basic design parameters
of the tubular intercooler are derived In appendix A.
From these fundamental equatione and from the geometry of
the tubular Intercooler, all the dimensional characterle-
tics of the tubular Intercooler can be definitely deter-
mined when the core structure and the operating conditions
are known. Theee relationships are given in appendix B
and are also preeented in the form of curvee for convenient
calculation of Intercooler design. The following plan has
been used In order to simplify the presentation:

(1) A reference Intercooler Ie defined as one having
the reference core etructure. The core of the
reference structure consists of tubes of 0.25-
inch outside diameter and O.01-inch wall thick-
nese. These tubes ~re spaced transversely
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0.25 inch and are etaggered In ad~acent banks
in such a manner that there Ie a minimum
change in the velocity of the air ae it flowe
from hank to hank-. .--Thiw s+aggered “arrangement
16 called the equivelocity arrangement and Is
characterised by a value of eb/s of 1/2.
(See fig. 1.) The reference core structure of
the charge-acr oeia-tube intercooler ie identi-
cal with that of the charge-through-tube lnter-
cooler .

(2) Curvee are drawn that chow how the dimensional
characterletics of the tubular Intercoeler vary
with change in core etructure from the refer-
ence core structure when the operating condl-
tione are kept constant (fig. 2). These curves
are nearly Independent of the operating condi-
tions and apply for both the charge-across-tube
and the charge-through-tube Inter coolers . The
saall effects of operating conditions are given
In figure 3 na c~rrection factors to be applied
to th$ values obtnined from the curves. T?lese
correction foctors can ordinarily be neglected.
The effect of changing from equlvelocity to
equilateral spacing 1s given in figure 4.

(3) Des~#n charts are glv~n”relat~ng the surface area,
the tube length, and the number of tube banks
of the reference cnnrge—acroes—tute intercooler
to the operating conditions (fig. 5). The re-
aainlng dimensional charncterletfce are deter-
mined by the follawing equations , which are
general in that they apply for any core etruc-
tcre and for both types of tubular Intorcoolers:

The dimenelon of the tubular intercooler block In the
direction of the flow across the tube banke

‘=m(s+d)m(1)

where ,“fm the equilateral arrange~ent, eb/8 = 1,
and far the egulveloclty arrangement , 8b/e = 1/2.



The width of the core “

(2)

The face area perpendicular to the flow acroes the
tutee

and the face area perpendicular to the flow through
the tut)ee

a=wL (4)

The volume of the core

v= AL = al (5)

Figure 1 is a drawing showing the linear dimensions
and core structure of a tubular Intercooler.

(4) Curves ehowing the relation between the reference
charge-through-tube intercooler and the refer-
ence charge-ecros s-tube intercooler for the
same operating condition are given in figure
6. Thus , for any set of operating conditions,
the dimensions of the charge-ncross-tube in-
tercooler with the reference core structure
can be obtained from figure 5 and for the
charge-through-tube intercooler with reference
core structure from figures 5 and 6. The ef-
fect of change in core structure on the inter-
cooler din:ensions for both types of Intercooler
can be obtained by applying the curves of fig-
ures 2 and 3.

D1SClISS15N

Relations between Dimensional Characteristics

and Core Structure

~guiveloclt~ tube arrangement~- The variation in the ..-.— —-- -—-—-—— - —--—
dimensional characteristics of a tubular intercooler with
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qhange In core structure when the operating conditions are
kept constant oan be considered. as a product of a major
yarlation, which IEI independent of the operating conditions,
-and a minor variation,” which is dependent on the relative
values of the weight flows and the pressure drops of the
charge air and the cooling air. The ma~or variation ie the
same whether the tubular Intercooler IS of the charge-across-
tube or charge-through-tube type; whereas the minor varia-
tion Is different for the two types of Intercooler. Figure
2 Is a plot of the major variation. The volume, the surface
+rea, the number of tube banks, the face areas, And the
linear dimeneione of the tubular Intercooler are shown to
Vary with tube diameter and transverse spacing for any
given get of operating conditions and for the equivelocity
tube arrangement (sb/e = 1/2).

The effect of a change in transverse spacing when the
tube diameter is at the reference value of 0.25 Inch is
shown by the solid curves. The long- and ehort-dashed
curves show the effect of change In transverse spacing when
the tube diameters are, respectively, 0.1875 and 0.125 inch.
For any given transverse o~,acing, the effect of change in
tube diameter from the reference value 1s given by the ver-
tical displacement of the dashed curves from the correspond-
ing solid curves. Curves for the 0.1875-inch tube diameter
have been omitted In cases where their presence is unessen-
tial. In all cases the variations in dimensional character-
istic are given as ratios ??ascd on the characteristics of
the reference Intercooler.

Figure 2 shows tk.at a reduction in tube diameter and
transverse spacing resultc in a marked decrease in lnter-
cooler volume at the expense of an increase in Intercooler
Idth.

\

Aconrnpanylng these chan+~es is a reduction In heat-
t nsfer area and flow lengths and an Increase In face area
perpendicular to the flow across the tubes. For a given
tube-wall thickness the heat-transfer area may be regarded
as proportional to the intorcooler weight. The number of
tube banks and the face area perpendicular to the flow
through the tubes decrease ae the tube diameter Is Increased
and as the transverse spacing Is reduced. It should be
noted that the face area A perpendicular to the flow
acrcss the tubes Is the frontal area of the charge-through-
tube intercooler while the face area a perpendicular to
the flow through the tubes is the frontal area of the
charge-across-tube Intercooler. The tube length 2 changes
nearly linearly with tube dic.meter and varies only slightly
with change In transverse spacing: whereas the dimension L
Is very sensitive to change in transverse spaoing and varies
only sllghtly with tu%e diameter.

.—. .—- — ..—..— .-. -—-
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The minor varlatlona are small and are plotted in
figure Zl”as corrections that should be multiplied by the
rna~or variation given in figure 2 to give the total vari-
ation. The corrections are too mmall to affect the ba#ic
trends ehown in figure 2. In many practical cases the
corrections are small enough to be neglected. Figure 3
shows that, when e is unity or when s is 0.25 inch,
no correction is necee~nry. For any given value cf 6
and s, the correction for the charge-across-tube inter-
cooler is very nearly the reciprocal of the correction
for the charge-through-tube intercooler.

Table I gives the perter.tage change In tubular inter-
cooler dimensional ctiaracterietics for any given set of
operating conditions when the core structure is changed
by a reduction in OQIF tube-wall thickness from the refer-
enoe value (0.01 Ino) t~ 0.

Dimension

—-.—.
s
1
L
m
w
A
8
T

-——---—-

TABL3 I

Percentage change
.-———

d = 0.25 In.
.—————-.

-4
12
-2.5
-2.5

-12
-1.5

-14
-~

.-—--—

d= 0.125 in.

-8
27.5
-5
-5

-24
–3

-28
-8

.———— __

The percentage change depends on only the tube out-
siiie diameter. For tube~wall-thicknesses ‘between O snd
0.01 Inch linear interpolation Is sufficiently accurate.
The effect of change in tube wall thickness on the llnoar
dimensions of the intercooler is seen, in general, to be
small , the largest effect being on the intercooler width
w and length 1. The width w decreases and the length
1 increases in nearly the same ratio when the wall thick-
ness t is reduced.

&U&k&QU21 tube arianeement%- The heat-transfer area
s, the tube length !, the no-flow dimension w, the
number of tube banks m, aad the face area k are shown
in this paper to be independent of the value of sb/s ;
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consequently, the curves of iFiguree 2 and 3
dlmentaional characterletice aleo apply when

11

for these
the equilateral

arrangement is used-. Equations (1), (4), and (5) show that
the Intercooler dimension in the direotlon of the flow
across the tube banks L end therefore the face-area a
and volume v are functions of ~b/& The rat~os for L,
a, and “v obtained from the curves of flguree 2 and 3
must therefore be modified by the factors plotted in figure .
4 to obtain the variation in these dimensional character-
istics when the equilateral arrangement Is used.

According to figure 4, for fJ=“0025 Inch, a change
from the equiveloclty to the equilateral arrangement when
the operating conditions remain constant results in an
increase in Intercooler volume of 55 percent when d = 0,25
inch and of 96 percent when d = 0.125 inch, If the trans-
verse spacing is reduced, the effect of the change from the
equiveloclty to the equilateral arrangement on the lnter-
cooler volume Is decreaeed. For example, for s = 0.05
inch , the increase in volume is only 13 percent when d =
0,25 Inch and 24 percent w~.en & = 0.125 inch.

The effects of tube arrangement on heat transfer and
pressure drop are discussed in appendix C. The only pos-
6ib10 advantage of the 8qU~18t@JrfLl arrangement over the
equivelocity arrangement is that It mny be easier to con-
struct by come ❑anufacturln!; procedure.

Dimensional Characteristics of the

Reference Tu%ular Intercooler

Figure 5, together with eauatlons (2) to (5), glve6
the dimensional characteristics of the reference ch&zTge-
across-tube Intercooler In terms of the operating condi-”.
titine. Tlgure 5(a) showe the relation between heat-transfer
area and operating conditions (from equation (31)”, appendix
B). Figure 5(b) relates the number of tube banks to
u ~avApfa and the heat-tran~fcr area (from equation (32),

appendix B). The ratios of the flow lengths to the rumber
of tube hanks are plotted in figure 5(c) as functions of
e and M /M

I )!
(from equation (33) of appendix B and

equation 1 . The remaining characterletibm can be easily
calculated from equations (2) to (5).

In figure 6 the dimhn~iofial Characteristics of the
reference charge-through-tu%e Intercooler relative to the
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dimensional charaaterlstlcs of the reference charge-acrose-
tube Inter cooler are plotted in terme of the operating
conditions. B’igure 6 shows that the relative values of
the flow lengths and the number of tube banks depend on
the relative values of the weight .flowe and pressure drops
of the charge air and the cooling air.

It is also seen in fi.,-lrc6 that, for the reference
core structure, the required heat-transfer area, volume,
and width of the charge-through-tube intercooler are not
widely different from the corresponding dimensional char-
acteristics cf the charge-~crose-tube intercooler. 1’or
other than the reference core structure the same is true,
because figure 2 may be used for the two types of tubular
Intercooler subject to the minor corrections of figure 3.
Figure 2 shows that a reduction In tube spacing or In
diameter permits a reduction In volume at the cost of in-
creased width for both typos of intercooler. When width
is the limiting factor, as is often the case, both types
of i.ntercooler are limited to substantially the same mini-
mum transverse epacing, heat-transfer area, and intercooler
volume.

The frontal area of the reference char e-through-tube
intercooler is seen from the curve for ?‘t. amo in figure

6 to be from 60 to 75 percent lnrger than that of the ref-
erence charge-across-tube intercooler for the equivelocity
tube arrangement. Figure 2 chows that the frontal area a
decreases rapidly and area A increaees as the tube epac-
Ing is reduced, Thus a reduction in tube epacing further
widens the difference between the frontal areae of the two
type8 of intercooler. h large reduction In tube diameter
results in a comparatively Bmall decrease in the froi~tal
area A. It is therefore concluded that, in general, the
frontal area of the charge-through-tube Intercooler Ie
much greater than that of the charge-across-tube inter-
cooler.

Pressure Drops

For the flow through the tubes, a close eetimate of
the magnitude of the velocity-profile 10sQ, the entrance-
exit loss , and the loss or gain due to momentum change of
the air may be obtained from figure 7. Figure l(b) applies

only for tubes with blunt ~ntr~nce and exit sections. The

pressure changes obtained from figure 7 should be alge-
braically added to the skin-friction pressure drop (equa-
tion (8)) to obtain the total preesure drop through the
tubes.
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For flow across tubes the pressure loss or gain due
to heat transfer should be” obtained from figure 8 and
algebraically added to the, skin-friction 8nd for-m-drag

.- pressure drapa”.given by=equa-tlo’n’(9) ‘of “appendix A. The
use of figures 7 and 8 iEI explained In more detail in an
example that Is given In the following pages. when flg~
urea 2 tO 6 and equations (1) to.(5) are used in select-
ing an intercooler design, it Is recommended that the
pressure-drop values applied be a modification of speci-
fied design values to allow for pressure changes other
than those accounted for hy equations (8) and (9).

Illustration of Tubular Intercooler Design

It IS assumed that the following operational require-
ments are to be satisfied In the design of a tubular
Intercooler:

(1) Altttude, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40,000

(Z)q, percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70

(3)Ma,lb/sec. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

(4) HJi4~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

(5) a~av~pfl, in. of water . . . . . . . . . 1.5

(6) uaavApfa, In. of water . . . . . . . . . 6

The design procedure for a charge-across-tube inter–
cooler is as follows:

(7) From items (4), (5), and (6)

(8) Fro; figure 5(a) and Items (2) , (4) , and (6)

o
— = 19,000 square inches per pound per second
Hay

(9) Xrom figure 5(a) and item- (7)

Y = 1.18

L“ —..
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Then, from item (8)

so
= 22,400 square “inches per pound per taeoond

~
.

(10) From figure 5(b) and Items (6) and (9)

‘o = 87 banks.

(11) From figure 5(c) and items (4) and (7)

20
— = 0.18
m~

and from Item (10)

10 = 15,7 i~ohes

(12) From figure 5(c) afid Item (10)

Lo = 0.28 X 87 = 24.4 inches

(13) From equatl”on (2) and items (3), (9), (10), and
- (11), if do = 0.25

0.5 X 22400 X 2
W. = -—-—––——— = 20.9 Inches .

m X 0,25 X 15.7 X 87 .

Thus , the ~.eneral dimensional characteristics of the
intercooler that has the reference core and that meets the
operational requirements are ae follows:

(14) rno = 87 hanks

a. = 15.7 inches

Lo = 24.4 Inches

‘o = 20.9 inches

so = 44,G03 square inches

V. = ZOLOWO = 8,000 cubic Inches

ao = WOLO = 510 square inches

No = So/ndlo = 3630 tubes
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~igure 2 shows that the volume of this” inter cooler
can be diminished by reducing the tube transverse spacing,
The flow dimensions 1 and ‘L are consequently reduced-
but the no-flow dimension u Is Increased. In practice
a limit 1s often placed on the maximum value of w be-
cause of space limitations. If the maximum allowable
width 1s 30 inches,

(16) ~ = ~ = 1.435
20.9

(16) From figure 2 and item (15)

8 = 0.094

m/m. = 0.46 or

2/20 = 0.93 or

L/L. = 0.40 or

S/So = Q.8fi Qr

v/v. = 0.53 or

a/a. = 0.57 or

Inch

m= 40 banks

1 = 14.6 Inches

L= 9.8 Inches

S * 40,100 square inches

v= 4240 cubic inches

a .= 291 square inches

1? = 3500 tubes

Thus , If the tube transverse e~acin~ ie chan~ed from
0.250 Inch to 0.094 inch, thti”value-of ~ has’ %e~n reduced
to 53 percent and the value of “a to 57 percent of the
corresponding original values without change In performance.
The lnrgs reduction in L and the small changes In 1 and
N are noteworthy. . Figure “2.shbw”s that additional reduct-
ion in v, L, and 1 may. be ~chlev”ed”by dlminlsh~ng the
tube diameter. Such change wl~l }e accompanied, however,
by an Increase In w and “ii, Because” 1. is quSte “sOnsi-
tlve to change In d, a reduction la d permits large
reductions In 1.

. . ,.. .
The effect of changing the tube-wall thickness ie

given in table I. - . .. .. ..

The design procedure for a oharge=through-tube lnter-

. .

. .
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cooler that satisfies the requirement of Items (1) to (5)
iEI80 follows:

(17) From figure 6 and Items (4) , (7) , and (14)

into/m%= 0.39 or ‘o = 87 x 0.39 = 34 banks

hohao = 2.60 or 10 = 15.7 X 2,60 = 40.8 inches

Lto/Lmo = 0.39 or Lo = 24.4 x 0.39 = 9.5 inches

wto/wmo = 1.00 or W. = 20.9 X 1.00 = 20.9 inches

5to/S@o = 1.01 or So = 44,800 X 1.01 = 45,300 6quare inckee

~to/vmo= 1.01 or V. = 8000 x l~ol = 81OO CUbiC Inches

Aolao = 1.655 or A. = 510 X 1.655 = 845 square Inches

N.= So/ndlo = 1410 tubes

Figure 2 may also be used for the charge-through-tube
Intercooler; it Is again evident that If m 16 reduced,
v, 2, and L can be reduced at the cost of increasing w.
If W Is limited to 30 inches,

(18) ~ = ~ = 1.435
‘o 20.9

(19) From figure 2 and item (18)

s = 0.094 inch

which Is the same epacing as that required by the charge-
across-tube Intercooler (item (16)). Th~s equality of
transverse spacing is due to the equallty of width-reduc-
tion ratios (items (15) and (18)) for the two lntercool~rs
In this particular example.

(20) From figure 2 and items (17) and (19)

m/m. y 0.46 or m = 34 X 0.46 = 16 banks

l/l. = 0.93 or 1 = 40.8 x (?.93 = 38 inches

L/L. = 0.40 or L = 9.5 X 0.40 = 3.8 inches

s/s. = 0.895 or S = 45,300 X 0.895 = 40,600 square inches
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v/v. = 0.53 or v = ‘8100 X 0.53 = 4300 OUbi O inches

A/.Ao =- 1;33 zm- A- = 840 X“ 1.33 = 1130 square Inches

~ = 1360 tubes

The volume and the heat-transfer area of this lnter-
cooler (item (20)) do not differ greatly from those of the
oharge-across-tube Intercooler (Item (16)). The frontal
area of the charge-through-tube Intereooler, however, is
much the greater. This frontal area depends on the tube
length and can be reduced by reduolng the tube diameter.
3’igure 2 chows that, if thn tube diameter were reduced to
0.125 inch and the transverse spacing kept at 0.25 inch
the following charge-throu~h-tube intercooler is the re-
sult :

(21) From figure 2 and item (17)

/Sm m. = 1.5 or m = 61 banks

2/l. = 0.395 or 1 = 16.1 Inches

L/L. = 0.890 o+ L = 8.5 inches

w/w. = 2.39 or w = 50.0 inches

s/s. = 0.945 or S = 42,800 square Inches

v/v. = 0.840 or v= 6800 cubic inches

A/A. = 0.945 or A = 800 square inches

N= 6760 tubes

The large volume and frontal area Qf this Intercooler
as compared to these dimensions of the charge—across-tube
Intercooler (item (16)) cannot be furtherh reduced by de–
creasing the tube diameter because of the ponsqquent in-
crease In the width, which already exoeeds the specified
limit. The effect on the intercooler dimensions or reduc-
ing the tube-wall thickness is indicated In table I.

The equivelocity tube arrangement was assumed in this
example. The equilateral arrangement, though perhaps more
convenient to construct, Ieatis to an Increase in over-all
dimensions. (See fig. 4,)
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The method of correcting the deeign pressure drops
(items (5) and (6)) to account for pressure changes due
to causes other than skin friction and form drag are
made, for the charge-across-tube Inter cooler, as follows:

(22) From item (16) and for d = 0.25 Inch and
t = O.O1O inch

a 14.6= = 63.5
d-2t 0,25 - 0.02

(23) From figure 7(b). and Items (3), (4), and (16),
when d = 0.25 inch and VI = 12.5 X l~e p~und per
foot second

Ml
R=—x~=-

12 X 4 X 0.25
= 5600

fa Ml 0.59 X 291 X 12.5 X 10-6

(24) From figure 7(a) and items “(22) and (23)

!% =0041.
AD
“fl

and from item (5)

‘la~Apvl = 0.041 x 1.5 = C.06 inch of water “

(25) From figure 7(b) and item (16) , for d = 0.25 Inch,

Ape ~ “
—- =4.8
AP

VI

and frfim item (22)

al Ape ~ = 4,8 X 0.06 = 0.3 inch of water
av

The totnl preesure drop acroeg the intercooler, ex-
cluding the loss due to the momentum change of the air
across the intercooler is equal to the sum of the skin-
frictlnn pressure drop, entrance-exit pressure drop, and
velocity profile pressure drop.
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(26) I’rom items (5), . (24) , and (25) this sum Is

1.-5 + 0.06 + O.Z.E, 1.9 inohea. o# water.—

!l!hemomentum pressure drop of the cooling air IS of
epeclal Importance at high altltudea. Thla loss ia
approximated as follow6:

(27) From Item (l), if the ramming effeata are
neglected, the entranee temperature Tit pressure Pl,
and relative den~lty Ulen are, for IIACA standard air,

-67° P, 5.54 Inches of mercury, and 0.24, respectively.
The temperature rifle aaroas the supercharger

aaaumed to be 250° F.

I’rom these data and from Items (2) and

Ma ~ ATa
@l_____

Ml 100 !CI + 460

ATa Ie

(4)

1=— XC).7 x = = 0.22
2 393

(29) From items (26) and (27)

API 1.9—— = —-— = 0.11 approximately
P1 0.24 X 5.54 X 13.6

(29) From figure 7(c) and iteme (27) and (28)

APH
= 8

G;

and from item (24)

u~ APHI = 0.5 inch of water
87

(30) From items (26) nnd (29) a first approximation
of

u~ Apl = 1.9+ 0.5 = 2.4 Inches of water
av

. —— —
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(31) The average relative denelty of the aoolin{.-air
can also be approximated as:

(
2 + @.22 - 0.11

= 0.24 . –—)= 0.21
2 + 0.44

(32) Thus, the cooling-air pressure drop 1s

API =
2.4
-— = 11.4 incihes of water
0.21

(33) A second approximation is given as:

API 3,4
-— = = 0.15
P1 .“ 0.21 X 5 54 % 13.6

APH
— = 9,5
APV

and

‘la$P1 = 1.9 + (0.06 X 9.5) = 2.5 inches of water “

= 0.24
(

2 + 0.22 - C.15
‘lav

)
= 0,204

2 + 0.44

2.5
API = = 12.3 inches of water

0.204

No approximations after the eecond need be made.

(34) From Items (3) and (16) , if k= 1s 14 x 10-e
pound per foot-secontl,

Mam 2x40x12
Ra = -= = 1340

M2W 3500 X 14 6 X 14 X 10-s
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(35) From items (2) and (27)

.J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “--250 .-IO;7;7 --- --
pa =

‘.
= 0.272

-67 + 250 + 460

(36) The value of Ag /p
??

will be nearly O. Then,
from figure 8(a) and item 35 ,

APH
—= 0.64
~Pf

m

and , from items (6) and (15) far R~ = 400,

U aav APHa =0.64x~= 0.1 Inch of water
40

(Z7) From figure 8(b) and items (34) and (36)

aaavApH2 = 1.28 X 0.1 = 0.13 inch of water

(38) From items (6) and (37)

U= avAp3 = 6.00 - 0.13 .= 5.9 inches of water
;

Correct Ion of presgur~ drops for the charge-through-
tube Intercooler to aocount fo~ pressure changes due to
causes other than skin friction should le made %y the
method outlined In Items (22) to (38). In the determlxia-
tion of pressure changes due to heat tranBfer, it should
be “kept in mipd that temperature rzse through the lnter-
cooler Is acc-cmpanied by pressure drop and that temperature
drop Is accompanied by pressure rise. Corrections should
be algeb~alcally added to the pressure-drop values given
in Items (5) and (6). If the total pressure drops thus
obtained do not satisfy design conditions , Items (5) and
(6) should be modified in the desired direction and the
design procedure repeated.

. . .

COHCLUSIOUS

From the foregoing analysis , it may be concluded
that :
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The volume of a tubular inter oooler can be reduced
without affeotlng the operating conditfone by
decreasing the flow lengths and the tube diam-
eter and transverse epacing. !Chis reduction in
volume is accomplished, however, at the expense
of increased intercooler width.

The charge-across-tube and the charge-through-tube
intercoolere w15h identical core structures have
nearly the came volume, amount of heat-transfer
area , and width when operating at the samo con-
dition.

For a core etructure made up of 0.25-inch tubee
spaced trantavertelv 0.25 inch and diagonally to
give the equivelocity arrangement, the frontal
area of the charge-acrose-tube intercooler is
about 60 percent of the frontal area of the
charge-through-tube intercooler operating at the
same conditions. The difference in frontal area
increages rapidly with decrease in transverse
spacing. A reduction In tube diameter Increases
the frontal area of the charge-across-tube lnter-
cooler and slightly decreaeee the frontal area
of the charge-through-tube intercooler.

For constant operating conditions, the tube length
changes nearly linearly with tube diameter and
varies only slightly with transverse spacing;
the dimension In the direction of the flow across
the tube banks, however, Is much more sensitive
to changes In transverse spacing than to change~
In tube diameter.

Curves showing the variation of dimensional charac-
teristics ~lth tube diameter and transverse
snacing for constant .operating conditions can
be used to Indicate the proper steps to be taken
In adjusting the size and shape of an lnter-
cooler to fit the available space.

Langley Hemorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Com”littoe for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Pa.

//
/- ,..-.,
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Heat-Transfer

APPEMDIX A

.03’. B!.UEDAMENTAL EQUATIONS -.

and Pressure-Drop Equations

,

The heat-transfer and pressure-drop equations upon
which the analysis of the tubular intercooler is based are
obtained from reference 2. The equations for the flow
acrossi tube banks are given in this reference for the
equilateral tube arrangement. Theee equatione are shown
in appendix C to apply equally as well for the equivelooity
arrangement .

The heat-transfer t?oefflclent for the flow of air
through tubes may be expressed as

hdf

()

O,e
pVdi

-— = 0.0198 — (6)
k w

and for the flow of alr across tube banks as

0.s9
hd

= 0.131
{pVd

T [7 )
(7)

The surface-friction pressr.re drop for flow through tubes
may be expressed as

aa# pf
()

= 0.049 ~
‘“c (pv)a 41—

pvd~ 10.4pog di
(8)

The surface-friction and form-drag losses for flow across
tube banks may be expressed as

u
avApf ()

= 0.8 ~
0“== (pv)a 4M

pvs lo.4pog
i9)

ThB Charge-Acroes-Tube Intercooler

If the thermal reslstanoe Of the tube wall ira negleet-
ed, the over-all heat-transfer coefficient Is given by

-- . .. _ _- _ —
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1 1

()

haS
-— =— l+—
UAr haS hlSi

The charge-air weight flow is given as

and the coolin~-air weight flow as

The outside tube surface

and the inside tube surface

Si = l-mail

(lo)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

From equations (11) and (13)

_= s PaPad IJ2md
—— — (16)

s Ma Pa md

The substitution of equations (9) and (16) in equation (7)
gives

0.25

k=

(“)

M@a A%
ha = 0.292 (17)

0.75 0.19
d
0. 06a

Pa B 6

From equations (12) and (14) ,

. —----

(18)

.
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The substit~tio”n of equations .(8) and (18) In. equation
(6) gives

Then, from equations (15), (17), and (19) and from the
relatione for air, cpp/k = a constant and Cp =

. O.ag 0.60 “
0.038

h# Ma d

()

‘i
n

-— = 2.45 —-
hlSi PI

0.14 dio.6180.1z Mlalav Apf ~

From equations (10), (15), (17), and (20)

s ()UAr 1.33 ~o.~edo.of?

~
= 3.38 — -—

‘~=P/
0.33

#a

[

o.a5 0.06

()

s
1 + 2.45 ‘2 -~--—-- —

0.14 ~i 0.57 0.1s Ma
Ml s

()1
0.33

aaavAPfa

.o.03e

a constant

e -O”a= (20;

—1.33
I

It is necessary that equation (21) be approximated In
such a manner that s/Ma can be” expresGed a8 a product of
factors each of which 1s.a function-either of Internal
dlmeneions only or of operating conditions only. This
approximation ie possible only if a small correction fac-
tor ~, which is a function both of Internal dimensions
and operating conditions, is introduced. It should be
noted that the heat-transfer factor UAr/MaC can be con-
sidered as an operating condition because Itpis a function
of q and . M~/Ma. (See preference 1.)

A close approximation of equation (21] is
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s
— =3
Ma

“(“1+2.

1,33

(22 )

where

(“

o.as
d
o*e O

)(

-o. a9
2.78 ~— -1 1.08

e
-1

0 “14 d~”t%o”ls
0.038

#m. l+-—w’
aaavApf ~

(

o.a~ 0.66

)(

-o. as
2.78 ~~—

d
-+ 1 1.08

e +1

PI 0.14 d 0,57~0 .19
1 a aav 0.030

‘Pfa .

(23:

For thp range of values of S/Ha from 35 to 700
square feet per pound per second, the factor

“p+~(:)0”03]1”33ry:,,:on(22,c
to.be nearly equal to 0.87 ~– . Thus ,

Ma
e“quation

(22) can be written

s“ ()UAr
1.365

so.a6Tdo.oea

()

0.34

= 3.025 —
1

~
——

MC
2 P/ “ - P2

0.34
a 2avApfa

( 0.25, 0.65

)

1.365

1 + 2.78 &— d —

P1 old dio.svao=~e

-o.a9

)

1.365

(

1 + 1.08
6 .—

0.038 *
aa ‘Pfaav

fim
1.3es

.— (24 )
2



The error due to the foregoing approximatlone depends on
the values of . S/Ma, a, g,, and 9aavApf . Yor values of

. ...., ., .,,., . . .. ..,,.L..,- . a,, ----- . .
S/Ma

.-
from 35 to .7.00square feet per pound per secondi of “

0 from .0.012 to 0.25 Ihoh, of e. from 1/4 to 4, and pf
Ua Apf from 4 to 16 inches of water the maxlmum”error
isa5.5 ~erceat. -.B’oFuetial values of these quantities the
error is less than 1 percent.
(18), and (19).

From equations (6), (15),

Yrom equations (7), (16), and (17)

md 3.2 d0.36

()

e.38S I.,o ● 54. (uaavAPfa)
=. — — .

%- 11 ,P2O.o%so.ae Ma
(26)

Equations (23) to (26), together with equations (1)
to (5) prssented In the section on Method, give the dimen-
sional char”acterlstics of n charge-acrose-tute intercooler
in terms of the internal dimensions and operating condi-
tions.

The Charge-through-Tube Intereooler

The equations for the charge-through-tube intercooler
are derived in tkLe same manner as for the charge-across-
tube Intercooler. Only the final results are therefore
given. - .

. . . .,.. .
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where I . o.a5

(
Ml d

0.66 x ~~0.B6

. . 2.78 _ ———-
0,14 d ob67eo. x!3 1 1.08

o.03a
‘)

-1

#t=l+— .!” i
aaavApf ~

[.

(28 )
WI

0&6 do.66

)(

~o. aB

2.78 - —+ 1 1.08

)

+1
Pa

0.14 ~i o.67Bo ,19 a Apf ~
o. 03a

aav

di
0.71

t

()

s
0.84

= 2.35 P — (~~avApfa)
o,3e

--

‘1
~ao.07do .64 Ma

(29)

Equations (27) to (30), together with equations (1)
to (5) preeented In the section on Method, give the dimen-
sional characteristics of a charge-through-tube intercooler
in terme of the internal dlmeneions and operating condi-
tional

APPENDIX B

EQUATIONS USED IllPREPARATION OF DESIGN CHARTS

Equatione Showing the Relations between the Dimensional

Characteristics of the Reference Intercooler

and the Operating Conditions

The equations presented herein are obtained from
equations derived in appendix A and from those given in
the section on Method. The presentation ie outlined in

the sections on Method and Disouselon. The vieconitlee
are evaluated at 200° F for the oharge air and at 100° ~

for the ooollng air. The terms PaOqas/U10-z4 and
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&
o.a6,pao.14

(equations (24) and (27)) are given the
approximate ‘value of 0.30. The term (aaavApfa)o-03e
In “the came equations is assigned the constant value of
1.08 because its variation is small in the range of values
of aaavApfa occurring In Inter cooler pr8ctice. Except

when otherwise Btated, the equations presented in this
appendix apply to both t.he.equilateral and the equlveloc-
Ity tube arrangement. When substitution ie made in equa-
tion (24) of these values and of the values assigned to
s, a and d~ for the reference charge-across-tube inter-
cooler,

where uA2/14acp is a fu~ction of v and Ml/Ma and where

-0.09 1.366

(

1+0
Y = ——”

fimo)2

By a similar substitution, equation (26) becomes

()
0.64

s-’
= 1,822 ~ (uaavApf ~)

0.36
mm

o
\%

and, from equation (25), It follows that

1 Ma
d% = 0.039 ~ 0°”3= m
‘m 1

0

(32)

(33)

Equatione (1) to (5) can be used with equations (31) to
(33) to express other dimensional characteristics in
terms of operating conditions.

Similar relations for the referance charge-through-
$ube Intercooler are not expressed directly but by means
of ratioa obtained by dividing the equations for the
charge-through-tube intercooler by the corresponding
equations for the charge-across-tube intercooler. These
relatlons follow:

II
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‘t “ 1.07
--.Q=—
s

‘o
00.34

l~o “=—-
a

‘o
Ma

() Cqg’)

1.365

()

d~
1.366

e
‘o

(34)

o. 194

(35)

mt “ Ma 0.36

()

:~ 0.64
--n=_e

%. Ml s m.

%. . Ma ()%.0.64
—- y 0°”36
IIm. 1 ~

o

Wt
~ 2.= -—
‘m.

()

:~ o.se

s Ill
0

St \o.#6

% ~
()o. gi32 ,5:

—— =

Vt
2. ~

‘mo ‘m.

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

Variation of Tubular Inter cooler Dimensional Character ietlce

with Tube Transverse Spacing for Conetant

Operating Conditions

.. Tube outside diameter of 0.25 inch. - If the aeelgned——.—

valuee of Pl, Pat (uaavApfa)0”03e, d(=O.25 in. ) and
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“ t(=O.010 in. ) are “substituted in equation= “(24) ant (27) ,
a~d If the resulting expressions are divided, respectively ,
by’tire correapmndf-n-g equations for the=reference .inter-
cooler ,

,3e5

z (41)

for both the charge-across-tube and the charge-through-
tube intercoolere when the operating conditions are con-
stant. By definition,

o#t1.3e6

z
‘q

for the charge-through-tube Intercooler and

o~1.3e9

Za

La.

for the chmrge-~crnss–tube Intercooler. The term

(w Jtto)’- can be shown to be very nearly equal to

(din/#~o)1*365 when G for the one type of Intercooler

is taken as 1/”6 for the other, The factor Z is plot-
ted against s in fig. 3 as a minor correction to be ap-
plied to s/so. The came figure shows a plot cf other
powers of Z that occur implicitly In the equations (42)
to (48), which follow.

If the procedure used in deriving equation (41) is
applied to equations (25) and (29) , it follows that

()
0.64

—-;O=$ .
In similar manner,

(42)

(43)
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L“ &+O m
—0—— — (equilateral arrangement)
Lo ~ + so ‘o

48
1

L.-
Lo

( 1
\

w G+S—=——
‘o ()1--&B.

A
— a

a
— =
a.

v—=

‘o

( constant
ve13cit~

( )arrangement

Wa
Wolo

WL-—-

WOLO

wIL

woloLo

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

f or
equation (41).

It should be noted that equations (42) to (48) hold
both types of tubular intercooler as in the ease of

Outside tube diameter of 0.125.- If the aeslgned—.—--—-————
values of Ml, was (a2avApfa)0”03e, d = 0.125 inch, and

t = 0.010 inch are substituted In equations (24) and (27)
and If the resulting expro8elone are dividsd, respectively,
by the corresponding equations for the reference lnter-
cooler ,

= 0.945
.a67 (0)

0.64l+— 0.19

0.64l+—
so 0.19

1.3eei

(49)

.



Similarly ,

i
()

0.84

.! — =0.41-5..-.--—-. ‘ (50)

Lo so

- = ,.+!j’=” (&)””s’m

‘o

( )
L+a

II 96 m-- —— —
Lo =

(equilateral arrangement)
&+ao m.

L.-
Lo

%&t2!!-i($+“)

(51)

7

m—

‘o ( )]equivelocitr
arrangement

‘= 4.(!---’@“”3e:W.

Q

(52)

(53)

Equations (46) to (48) apply for both diameters (0.25 and
0.125 In. )

The Effect on Inter cooler Dimensional Characteristics of

Changing the Tube-Wall Thickness for Any Transverse

Spacing and for Constant Operating Conditions

By the general procedure used in obtaining equations
(41) to (53) , the effect of changing the tube-wall thlck-
qess from the reference intercooler value of 0.010 inch
to O Is ehown In the followfng equatlonB. The primed
symbole refer to the dimensional characteristics when the
tube-wall thickness ie O. When d = 0.25 in.,
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The ratio
dm‘

g!

-i-

( )~ + “0.61 1.3e6

~o.L9

.—

1+

being

1.153 ( ) n.94SI

)7i-

When d = 0.125 in.,

(54)

equal to unity

(55)

(56)

(57)

(58)

. (59)

(60)

(61)

()
0.59 1.36s

1 + ——-
SI 0.19

0—=—
s —0:=

1 + --—
~o.l!il
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$H
“The ratio

#-
does not appear in equation (62) be-

m..
O“ause Its ‘valtie‘i& very-nearly equal to unity.

al

[)

al 0.64
-- = 1.346 (63 )
1 T

()m~= SI G.64

ii- T

Lt ml

i=i-

(64)

(65)

,Equatlons (59) to (62; apply fo.’ both diametere (0.25 and
0.125 in.)

Equations for Pressure Drop Due to Sources Other

than Surface Frictior. and Eorm ilrag

Figures 7 and 8 aro based on the following relations
derived from pressure droy equations given
3:

For flow through tube- (fig. 7),

APV O*O9
—= -—

Ape= (l-f)a+c

z; —0.09

where c Is a function of f as shown in

in reference

reference 2.

—-
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For flow across tubes (fig. 8),

APP3Hi)IX c

EFFECT 03’ STAGGl!IIED-TnE ARIiA?!GIZi~ENTON HZAT TRM?SFER

AFD PRESSURE DROP- FOR FLOW ACROSS TUBE BANKS.

References 4 and 5 giva the results of heat-transfer
and “preesure-drop tests on a large number of tube arrange-
ments . The test data from these references for the stag– “
gered-tube arrenpements are pletted herein in figures 9
and 10 as Nuseelt number hd/k” and friction factor A
agalns t sb~s for various values of s/d and Reynolds
number . ThS staggered-tube arrangement is defined by the

d
value of s s . . (See fig. 1.) When sb/s = 1, the

arrangement is equilateral. When sb/s = 1/2, the

arraage~ent is such that the velocity chan~es of th~ air
flowing across t}ie tube banks is minimum and the arran&e-
ment is called the equivelocitr erranflement.

Figure 9 shows tna,t for s/d = 1 and 2 a decrease in
sb/s results In a slif;ht increase In heat-transfer coef-
ficient until S+l = 1/2. Decrease in sb/B below this

value apparently results In an abrupt redu~tion in the
heat-transfer coefficient. Yhe range af tkie fgr s/d =
0.25 and 0.50 .is lixited in that no .mranggments below
sb/s = 1/2 were testetl. T2s available data, however, fall
In line with the valugs plo”.ted for 8/2 = 1 and 2, the

scatter of data being rand.~m.

.klthough quite scattered and limited, the friction
data of figure 10 seem to iad~cate a slight lnc~ease In
friction factor with dccrecoe in s/d. Also , for values

of sb/s above 1/2 the friction factor seems to be only
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slightly dependent on Sb/So For Sb/s belGw 1/2 and
,- for.. -F-.._d/d= 2, the only value of,..- sjd for which enough

data below SIJ”O =-i/2 S8 a%hil-a%le; the friction fac-
tor drops rapidly vlth decrease in sb/s .

The evidence in figures ~ azd 10 of a drcp in heat-
transfer and friotlon ae sb/s is reduoed below 1/2 Is
somewhat meager and additional data is required before
definite conclusions can be drawn concerning omeration at
a value of 8b/S of less than 1/2. Operation at sb/s
of 1/2 is definitely better than at higher values of s@!
from the standpoint of smace eoonomy for equal performance.
The heat-transfer coefficients and friction factors as
determined by the equati.one used in this paper (obtained
from reference 2) are also indicated in figures 9 and 10.
It IS noted that the use of the eouations should yield
conservative estimates of Intercooler performance for both
the equivelocity nnti the equilateral arran~ements. Test
results reported in reference 3 for the equilateral ar-
rangement and for s/L = 0.C38 were in good agreement
with the performance predic+ed by the heat-transfer and
pressure-drop equations ufied in this paper.
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